2017 WSF WORLD JUNIOR CHAMPIONSHIPS
- DAILY REPORTS DAY 3 – JULY 21ST
With only 4 matches today for the Canadians, everyone had a chance to sleep in a little. Sala was up first
against Nils Schwab a player from Germany 4 years his senior.
Andrea played Amelia Rios on Day three and was in form this day. She began by forcing her opponent
deep into the corners with punishing lengths and just didn’t quit. Amelia gave it her best effort but made
many unforced errors into the tin. Andrea won the match comfortably in 3 - 11-9, 11-3, 11-1.
Sanya Vats, a lefty from India was Emma’s opponent today. The courts were hot by this time of day and
so the back targets were being slightly over hit as both players worked to control the T. Vats hit the ball
very hard and had Emma on her heels in that first game which Emma lost 7-11. The second game was a
very close contest as the score indicates. Emma made good use of the height of the front wall to keep her
opponent behind her. After trading game balls three or 4 times, Vats took the game 16-14. The final game
of the frame was very much like the second one. Emma worked very hard to regain her T position and
force her opponent into the back corners with good width and lengths. In the end, Vats was able to force
Emma to make a few too many errors and took the game 12-10.
Nicole was up against a local favourite, Kiwi Camden Te-Kani Mcqueen. It took the first game for Nicole
to find her length and patience as too many unforced errors allowed the Kiwi the control. Nicole lost the
first 9-11. However, it was all Nicole in the next three as she battled hard and continually forced Mcqueen
into the corners. The Kiwi was under constant pressure and was forced into many errors. Nicole won the
next three 11-5, 11-4 11-2.
Charlotte didn’t play this day.

